
LUDGERSHALL - COLDRIDGE BOTTOM - UPPER CHUTE - SUUBSUOUND COPSE
EIGHTH YOUNGER PEOPLE'S SUOUP WALK

9.0 m. Park in public car park off St James' road at Ex 131 / SU 264 508

Leave the CP at the NW exit and walk NNW along St James Rd. turn right and cross the A342 into 
Dewey's Lane. Take a narrow FP left at SU 2653 5097 to emerge onto a field path with the castle ruins to 
the left. Continue to a track/road at SU 267 516. Turn right and walk ESE to pass Crawlboys Farm. At SU 
2746 5140 turn left to take a track going NE. Take coffee along here.

After the break continue for 7/8 mile in all to a T junction at SU 2856 5203. Turn right for walk S for 400 
m. to reach a track left at SU 2680 5163. Walk E, NE then E to reach woods at SU 2895 5186. Continue E 
to reach a muddy track at SU 2940 5193. Turn left on this track (NNW) for 500 m at Oak Pollard at SU 
2927 5238. Turn right and walk NE to pass Ladies Lawn copse, then N and NE to reach Upper Chute at 
SU 2965 5375. Walk N on the main road, then turn left to walk W with the Inn on your right. Continue on 
the main track NW then generally W to reach a path junction at SU 2852 5395. Pause here for lunch.

After the break continue down hill west then steeply up and on to enter Grubground Copse at SU 2770 
5383. Continue W and just before the woods end, at SU 2675 5395 turn left on a path just within the 
woods. Continue generally SW for ~ ½  mile to a cross track at SU 265 534. Turn right (NW) for 200 m 
then take a path left SSW to pass farm building at SU 262 531. Walk SSW, then S to reach the wood edge 
at Heaven's Corner at SU 261 524. Keep near the wood edge and walk SW, S The SE to a cross track at 
SU 2620 5163. Turn left and, at SU 2632 5170 turn right on to a field path. Walk more or less S and, at 
SU 2625 5124 turn right into the castle grounds. Circle clockwise round the ruins and emerge on to the 
A342 at SU 2640 5105. Walk SSE and turn right to reach the church and retrace the path that you took at 
the beginning to reach the car park
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